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Reactoonz Slot RTP, Volatility and More
Reactoonz is one of the most popular online slot
games in the UK. In this 1 slot game, we’re looking at a highly volatile slot, which
means that Reactoonz slot may be more suited to more 1 experienced players. Having said
so, the Reactoonz RTP of 96.51% is interesting when compared to other similar slots of
this 1 kind.
In terms of structure, we’re looking at a 7×7 grid that makes use of a
Cluster Pays game mechanic to 1 award any potential wins. This implies that rather than
relying on paylines, any cluster made up of five or more 1 matching symbols will
constitute a win in this Reactoonz game.
Reactoonz Theme – All About Outer Space
This
Reactoonz slot has been 1 designed to look as though the reels are suspended in some sort
of quantum machine, with a large three-eyed Gargantoon 1 catching quick bouts of sleep
whenever you leave the reels unattended to your right. The background sound effects
contribute to 1 this extra-terrestial experience, with various electronic sounds as well
as intelligible blabber that appears to come from some of the 1 colourful creatures
themselves.
In terms of design, Play’n GO have done a sterling job in this particular
slot, with several features 1 literally setting the grid ablaze and enhancing the
interactivity of it all whenever you play Reactoonz online. If Play’n GO 1 casino slots
are your thing, you might be also interested in trying out other top titles such as
Legacy of 1 Dead, Book of Dead, and Legacy of Egypt.
Reactoonz Bonus Features
Well, well,
where to begin? Reactoonz slot is literally brimming with 1 special features, starting
off with the Instability feature that’s triggered after any non-winning spin. Here, the
Gargantoon is able to 1 drop up to four Wild symbols onto the grid, which are represented
by swirling balls of plasma.
Hitting a win will 1 also contribute to your Quantum Queue
which is displayed to your left, accumulating with each consecutive win. Once the queue
1 is filled, then the 3×3 sized creature known as the Gargantoon will appear as a Wild,
substituting for all other 1 symbols. In this case, your Gargantoon will split up and



move around with each Cascade, changing from a 3×3 symbol, 1 into two 2×2 Wild symbols,
all the way to nine individual Wilds. New symbols will also Cascade down to fill 1 any
vacant spots before the Gargantoon makes his next move.
Reactoonz slot also includes a
Quantum Leap feature that charges up 1 whenever you hit a win. Accumulate 25 symbols in
this meter and you’ll be awarded one of the four Quantum 1 features at random, with up to
four features potentially queued up during this time. When no more wins are possible,
1 your Quantum Feature Queue is triggered onto the reels as follows:
Implosion
This is
represented by an Orange Orb and will transform 1 anywhere between three to six symbols
into Wilds while destroying all adjacent symbols.
Demolition
This is the Red Orb and
will destroy 1 all one-eyed symbols along with all matching symbols.
Incision
This is the
Blue Orb and will cut a Wild symbol down the 1 centre, creating two intersecting diagonal
lines across your grid. In this case, both lines will display matching symbols at
random.
Alteration
Finally, 1 we’ve got the Green Orb that picks out a one-eyed symbol at
random and turns it into another.
When you have 1 four matching regular symbols adjacent
to each other in a square shape, the grid will automatically create a Giantoonz, with
1 all wins doubled should this larger symbol form part of a win. Apart from that, you’ve
also got one regular 1 symbol that’s marked as a Fluctuating Symbol at random at the
beginning of each spin, and marked by a swirling 1 pink and blue glow. Should any of
these Marked Symbols form part of a win, then they’ll leave two Wilds 1 behind.
Play at
these recommended Reactoonz casino sites
Casumo Casino (4.8 /5) 100% Bonus up to £25 +
20 Spins T&C's apply 1 Sahara Riches Cash Collect” at 10p per spin and 100% Deposit Bonus
up to £25 on first deposit (payment method 1 and play restrictions apply). Min. deposit
£10. 30x wagering for Bonus Spins and Deposit Bonus (game weighting applies). Max.
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